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Abstract: Interference eects play an important role in Electroweak Physics. They are
responsible for the restoration of unitarity at large energies. When, as is often the case,
higher order corrections are only available for some particular subamplitude, interferences
need to be carefully computed in order to obtain the best theoretical prediction. It has been
recently pointed out in gluon fusion that whenever more than one neutral, CP even, scalars
are present in the spectrum large cancellations can occur. We extend these studies to Vector
Boson Scattering, examining interference eects in the Higgs sector in the Standard Model
and its one Higgs Singlet extension. Already in the SM there is a signicant dierence
between the results obtained considering only s-channel Higgs exchange and those obtained
from the full set of scalar exchange diagrams. In the 1HSM these eects are modulated by
the interference between the two neutral Higgses. The full interference between the heavy
Higgs diagrams and the rest of the amplitude, which is the sum of light Higgs exchange
diagrams and of those diagrams in which no Higgs appear, is very small for values of the
mixing angle compatible with the experimental constraints.
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1 Introduction
Now that a resonance has been discovered at about 125 GeV [1, 2], the race is on to
measure all its properties. All studies based on LHC Run I data are consistent with the
hypothesis that the new particle is indeed the Standard Model Higgs boson. The mass
is already known with an uncertainty smaller than two per mill from the latest published
analyses [3, 4] and the signal strengths i = i=iSM, where i runs over the decay channels,
are known to about 10 to 20% [3, 5, 6]. There is still room for more complicated Higgs
sectors but compatibility with experimental results is severely restricting their parameter
space [7]. In Run II, larger luminosity and energy will provide more precise measurements
of the characteristics of the new particle and extend the mass range in which other scalars
can be searched for.
Lately, a lot of attention has been paid to the prospects of detailed studies of o-shell
Higgs contributions, which are larger than could naively be expected [8]. On the one hand,
at large energies, Higgs exchange unitarizes processes like Vector Boson Scattering (VBS)
and fermion pair annihilation to Vector Bosons which would otherwise diverge. On the
other hand, the comparison of o-shell and peak cross sections can provide limits on the
total width of the Higgs [9{15]. Both aspects are sensitive to BSM physics through direct
production of new states and through their contributions in loops.
If additional neutral scalars are present in the physical spectrum, non trivial interfer-
ence eects have been demonstrated in Gluon Gluon Fusion (GGF) processes [16{19].
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It is quite natural to extend these studies to VBS which has been traditionally regarded
as the ultimate testing ground of the ElectroWeak Symmetry Breaking mechanism. The
ratio of the Higgs production cross section in Vector Boson Fusion (VBF) to the cross
section in gluon fusion grows for larger Higgs masses and, as a consequence, the importance
of VBF as a discovery channel for new scalar resonances of an extended Higgs sector
increases. VBF is not aected by BSM physics through loops [20], therefore it can be argued
that the limits it provides on the Higgs width are less model dependent than those obtained
in GGF. It is well known that interference eects between Higgs exchange diagrams and
all other ones are large in VBF. In the next few years, Vector Boson Fusion will be studied
in much greater detail than it was possible with the limited statistics collected in Run I.
There is one aspect in which the Higgs exchange contribution to VBF diers from
the GGF case: the set of diagrams which dominate the on-shell case, that is the usual
production times decay mechanism, pp ! jjH ! jjV V , is dierent from the set of
diagrams which is needed to describe the o-shell contribution. In general, in the latter
case, there are additional diagrams in which the Higgs eld is exchanged in the u-, t-
channel which cannot be ignored and signicantly modify the predictions based on a naive
continuation of s-channel exchange.
Since the landscape of possible extensions of the SM Higgs sector is quite complicated,
it makes sense to examine the simplest renormalizable enlargement, that is the one Higgs
Singlet Model (1HSM). It introduces one additional real scalar eld which is a singlet under
all SM gauge groups. The 1HSM has been extensively investigated in the literature [16{19,
21{46]. Recently, a great deal of activity has concentrated on establishing the restrictions
imposed on its parameter space by theoretical and experimental constraints [39, 40, 43, 46];
on interference eects between the two neutral Higgs elds and with the continuum [17{19]
and on possible consequences on the determination of the Higgs width through a measure-
ment of the o-shell Higgs cross section [16, 44], as proposed in ref. [9].
In Run I VBF was a small fraction of the total diboson cross section. To the best of our
knowledge, all experimental analyses so far have treated VBF as a superposition of a Higgs
signal times decay sample to the continuum. Part of the appeal of this approach is that
higher order corrections can be applied to the signal. ElectroWeak corrections to pp! jjH
are available at NLO [47, 48]. QCD NLO contributions have been presented in [49{51].
QCD corrections to the total cross section are known almost exactly at NNLO [52, 53] using
the structure function approach. NNLO correction to dierential distribution have been
recently obtained [54]. It should always be kept in mind, however, that the interference
between Higgs elds of dierent masses will also be present in VBS and modulate the
cancellations which restore unitarity, producing non negligible modications to the cross
section and to the resonance shape of the heavier scalars.
Since no public MC is available for VBS in the 1HSM, we have upgraded PHANTOM [55],
allowing for the simulation of the 1HSM and more generally for the presence of two neutral
CP even scalars.
In this paper we apply this new tool to study interference eects in pp! jjl+l l0+l0 
and pp! jjl ll0+l0 production, where both l and l0 can be either an electron or a muon,
l 6= l0. This is a case study rather then a complete analysis and we are aware that rates
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are expected to be small [15, 56]. A careful investigation of all channels, including the
semileptonic ones and exploiting all techniques to identify vector bosons decaying hadron-
ically, will be required to assess the observability of the 1HSM through VBF in Run II
and beyond.
2 The singlet extension of the Standard Model
In the following we consider the singlet extension of the SM in the notation of ref. [39]. A
real SU(2)L 
 U(1)Y singlet, S, is introduced and the term:
Ls = @
S@S   21y  22S2 + 1

y
2
+ 2S
4 + 3
yS2: (2.1)
is added to the SM Lagrangian, where  is the usual Higgs doublet. Ls is gauge invariant
and renormalizable. A Z2 symmetry , S $  S, which forbids additional terms in the
potential is assumed. A detailed discussion of the 1HSM without Z2 symmetry can be
found in refs. [23, 25, 38, 41, 42].
The neutral components of these elds can be expanded around their respective Vac-
uum Expectation Values:
 =
0B@ Gvd + l0 + iG0p
2
1CA S = vs + s0p
2
: (2.2)
The minimum of the potential is achieved for
21 = 1v
2
d +
3v
2
s
2
; 22 = 2v
2
s +
3v
2
d
2
; (2.3)
provided
1; 2 > 0; 412   23 > 0 : (2.4)
The mass matrix can be diagonalized introducing new elds h and H:
h = l0 cos  s0 sin and H = l0 sin+ s0 cos (2.5)
with  2 <  < 2 .
The masses are
M2h;H = 1 v
2
d + 2 v
2
s  j1 v2d   2 v2s j
q
1 + tan2(2) ; tan(2) =
3vdvs
1v2d   2v2s
; (2.6)
with the convention M2H > M
2
h .
The Higgs sector in this model is determined by ve independent parameters, which
can be chosen as
mh; mH ; sin; vd; tan  vd=vs ; (2.7)
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where the doublet VEV is xed in terms of the Fermi constant through v2d = G
 1
F =
p
2. Fur-
thermore one of the Higgs masses is determined by the LHC measurement of 125:02 GeV.
Therefore, three parameters of the model, MH ; sin; tan, are at present undetermined.
The Feynman rules for the 1HSM have been derived using FeynRules [57, 58].1
It should be mentioned that allowing a discrete symmetry to be spontaneously broken,
as is the case in the simplied model considered here when the singlet eld S has a non zero
vacuum expectation value, will introduce potentially problematic cosmic domain walls [60{
65]. These considerations, however have little bearing on the paper's main point.
For future reference, we report the expression of the tree level partial width for the
decay of the heavy scalar into two light ones:
 (H ! hh) = e
2M3H
128M2W s
2
W

1  4M
2
h
M2H
 1
2

1 +
2M2h
M2H
2
s2c
2
 (c + s tan)
2 (2.8)
and those of the width of both scalars:
 h =  
SM(Mh)c
2
;  H =  
SM(MH)s
2
 +  (H ! hh) (2.9)
where c = cos; s = sin.
The strongest limits on the parameters of the 1HSM [40, 43, 46] come from mea-
surements of the coupling strengths of the light Higgs [3, 5{7], which dominate for small
masses of the heavy Higgs, and from the contribution of higher order corrections to pre-
cision measurements, in particular to the mass of the W boson [40], which provides the
tightest constraint for large MH . The most precise result for the overall coupling strength
of the Higgs boson from CMS [3] reads
^ = ^=SM = 1:00 0:13: (2.10)
Therefore the absolute value of sin cannot be larger than about 0.4. This is in agree-
ment with the limits obtained in ref. [40, 43, 46] which conclude that the largest possible
value for the absolute value of sin is 0.46 for MH between 160 and 180 GeV. This
limit becomes slowly more stringent for increasing heavy Higgs masses reaching about 0.2
at MH = 700 GeV.
3 New features in PHANTOM
PHANTOM has been upgraded to allow for the presence of two neutral CP even scalars.
The parameters which control how the Higgs sector is simulated, with masses and widths
expressed in GeV, are:
 rmh: light Higgs mass. If rmh < 0 all light and heavy Higgs exchange diagrams are
set to zero.
1The corresponding UFO le [59], which allows the simulation at tree level of any process in the model,
can be downloaded from http://personalpages.to.infn.it/maina/Singlet.
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 gamh: light Higgs width. If gamh < 0 the width is computed internally following the
prescription of ref. [66] and multiplied by cos2  if working in the 1HSM.
Within the SM framework, it also possible to modify all Higgs couplings by a common
factor setting the parameter ghfactor.
The parameter i singlet selects whether PHANTOM performs the calculations in the
SM (i singlet=0) or in the 1HSM (i singlet=1). If the 1HSM is selected the following
inputs are required:
 rmhh: heavy Higgs mass. If rmhh < 0 all heavy Higgs exchange diagrams are set to
zero.
 rcosa: the cosine of the mixing angle .
 tgbeta: tan.
 gamhh: heavy Higgs width. If gamhh < 0 the width is computed internally following
the prescription of ref. [66] and then multiplied by sin2 .  (H ! hh), eq. (2.8), is
then added to the result.
Moreover the contribution of the Higgs exchange diagrams can be computed separately,
both in the SM and in the 1HSM, setting the following ag:
 i signal: if i signal = 0 the full matrix element is computed.
If i signal > 0 only a set of Higgs exchange diagrams are evaluated at O(6EM):
{ i signal = 1: s-channel exchange contributions.
{ i signal = 2: all Higgs exchange contributions to VV scattering.
{ i signal = 3: all Higgs exchange contributions to VV scattering plus the Hig-
gsstrahlung diagrams with h;H ! V V .
4 Notation and details of the calculation
We are going to present results, at the 13 TeV LHC, for pp ! jj e+e +  and pp !
jj e e+ + c:c production. We have identied the light Higgs h with the resonance
discovered in Run I and set its mass to 125 GeV, concentrating on the scenario in which
the heavy Higgs H is still undetected.
Samples of events have been generated with PHANTOM using CTEQ6L1 parton distri-
bution functions [67]. The ratio of vacuum expectation values, tan , has been taken equal
to 0.3 for MH = 600 GeV and MH = 900 GeV, and equal to 1.0 for MH = 400 GeV. This
corresponds, using eq. (2.8) for the H ! hh width and ref. [66] for the SM Higgs width,
to  H = 4:08 GeV for MH = 400 GeV, s = 0:3;  H = 6:45 GeV for MH = 600 GeV and
s = 0:2;  H = 89:14 GeV for MH = 900 GeV and s = 0:4.
The charged leptons are required to satisfy:
pT l > 20 GeV; jlj < 2:5; ml+l  > 20 GeV (4.1)
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while the cuts on the jets are:
pTj > 20 GeV; jj j < 5:0; mj1j2 > 400 GeV; j1j2 > 2:0: (4.2)
For processes with two charged leptons and two neutrinos in the nal state we further
impose:
6pT > 20 GeV; jmbl+l  mtopj > 10 GeV; jmbl l  mtopj > 10 GeV: (4.3)
The latter requirement eliminates the large contribution from EW and QCD top production.
In the following we will discuss various sets of diagrams and dierent groups of pro-
cesses, therefore, we introduce our naming convention. We split the amplitude A, for each
process, as:
A = AB +Ah +AH  A1HSM; (4.4)
where Ah=H denote the set of diagrams in which a light/heavy Higgs is exchanged, e.g.
diagrams (a) and (b) in gure 1, and AB the set of diagrams in which no Higgs is present,
e.g. diagrams (c) and (d), which we will also refer to as background or noHiggs amplitude.
Ah=H contain all VBS diagrams in which a h=H Higgs interacts with the vector bosons.
They also contain a small set of additional diagrams, e.g. Higgsstrahlung ones. These can
be ignored for all practical purposes since their contribution, with the present cut on the
minimum invariant mass of the two jets which forbids them to resonate at the mass of a
weak boson, is very small. From time to time we will refer to the sum of subamplitudes
using the notation Aij = Ai + Aj . A similar convention will be adopted for dierential or
total cross sections so that i corresponds to the appropriate integral over phase space of
jAij2 summed over all contributing processes. As an example, Bh is obtained integrating
the modulus squared of ABh = AB + Ah, the coherent sum of the diagrams without any
Higgs and those involving the light Higgs only. 1HSM   will denote the full (dierential)
cross section.
The VBS diagrams in Ah=H can be further classied by the pair of vector bosons
which initiate the scattering and by the nal state pair. In this paper we concentrate on
pp ! jjl+l l0+l0  and pp ! jjl ll0+l0 production so that the only instances of VBS
which appear correspond to ZZ ! ZZ (Z2Z) and WW ! ZZ (W2Z) for the jjl+l l0+l0 
case and to ZZ !WW (Z2W ) and WW !WW (W2W ) for the jjl ll0+l0 nal state.
The W2Z and Z2W sets are particularly simple because the Higgs elds appear only
in the s-channel. In the Z2Z case scalars are exchanged in the s-, t- and u-channel, while
in the W2W set the Higgses contribute in the s- and t-channel.
Some of the processes contributing to 4ljj production include only the Z2Z subprocess,
for instance uc ! uc e+e + ; others only contain the W2Z subprocess, for instance
us ! dc e+e + . Finally there is a class of processes, like ud ! ud e+e + , which
include both kind of subdiagrams. They will be called P (Z2Z), P (W2Z) and P (Z2Z +
W2Z) processes respectively.
Some processes leading to the 2l2jj nal state contain only the Z2W set, for instance
uc ! uc e+ e ; others only contain the W2W set, like uc ! ds e+ e . A third
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Figure 1. Some Feynman diagrams contributing to pp ! jjl+l l0+l0  and pp ! jjl ll0+l0 .
Diagram (a) and (b) describe s- and t/u-channel Higgs exchange in VBS. Diagram (c) contributes
to VBS but does not involve the Higgs. Diagram (d) does not contain VBS subdiagrams.
group of reactions includes both kind of subdiagrams, for instance ud ! ud e+ e .
They will be called P (Z2W ), P (W2W ) and P (Z2W +W2W ) processes, respectively.
The 4ljj nal state has a tiny branching ratio but is very clean. The invariant mass of
the leptonic system can be measured with high precision and small background.
In the 2l2jj nal state, the two charged leptons will be required to belong to dierent
families and charges so that the nal state can be thought of as containing a W+W  pair.
The 2l2jj nal state has a much larger cross section. However, the invariant mass of the
WW system cannot be reconstructed and it can only be experimentally analyzed in terms
of the transverse mass of the leptonic system.
In the following we will examine these reactions with the aim of clarifying the role
and size of interference eects in VBS, disregarding their actual observability at the LHC
which would require a detailed study of all available channels and a careful assessment
of reducible and irreducible backgrounds. Some of the distributions we present are not
accessible in practice but are nonetheless useful tools for a rst theoretical estimate of
interference eects in dierent contexts.
5 Higgs mediated Vector Boson Scattering signal in the SM
We begin our presentation with a discussion of the small set of SM diagrams in which VBS
is mediated by Higgs exchange.
On the left hand side of gure 2, we show in red the mass distribution for the 4ljj nal
state obtained taking into account only the diagrams with s-channel Higgs exchange and in
blue the result when the full set of Higgs exchange diagrams is included. The contribution
of the P (Z2Z) processes is shown separately: in purple the result due solely to s-channel
Higgs exchange and in violet the result obtained from the sum of all three channels. Here
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Figure 2. Invariant mass distribution of the four lepton system for the 4ljj nal state (left) and
the 2l2jj nal state (right) in the SM. In red and purple the mass distribution obtained taking
into account only the diagrams with s-channel Higgs exchange and in blue and violet the result
when the full set of Higgs exchange diagrams is included. On the left(right), the two contributions
of the P (Z2Z)(P (W2W )) processes is shown separately.
and in the following, for readability, we use bins of dierent size around the peaks and in
the o-peak regions.
On the right hand side of gure 2 we show the corresponding results for the 2l2jj
nal state. In this case, it is the contribution of the P (W2W ) processes which is shown
separately.
We see that there is a signicant dierence between the curves obtained considering
only s-channel Higgs exchange and those obtained from the full set of scalar exchange
diagrams. This implies a conspicuous negative interference between the Higgs exchange
diagrams in P (Z2Z) and P (W2W ) processes. This interference is so large that it signif-
icantly modies the result obtained when all processes are summed, even though there
are reactions which contribute substantially to the total which are not aected at all by
these eects like P (W2Z) and P (Z2W ) processes and others, the P (Z2W + W2W ) and
P (Z2Z +W2Z) groups, which are aected only partially.
Large cancellations in P (Z2Z) processes are expected. On shell ZZ ! ZZ scattering is
zero in the absence of the Higgs and therefore does not violate unitarity at high energy. As
a consequence the corresponding Higgs diagrams, each of which grows as the invariant mass
squared of the process, must combine in such a way that their sum is actually asymptoti-
cally nite. At large energy, the longitudinal polarization vector of a Z boson of momentum
p can be identied with p=MZ and the sum of the three Feynman diagrams describing
the scattering behaves as s2=s+t2=t+u2=u = s+t+u  0. It is however surprising that the
cancellation grows so rapidly, above threshold, with the mass of the ZZ pair and becomes
substantial already at moderate invariant masses. For MZZ = 500 GeV the square of the
three Higgs exchange diagrams is an order of magnitude smaller than the result obtained
from s-channel exchange alone. The same cancellation takes place in the amplitude of the
P (Z2Z +W2Z) processes, while the P (W2Z) sector is unaected. In the sum of all pro-
cesses the interference decreases the SM result for s-channel Higgs exchange by about 25%.
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Interference eects are present also in P (W2W ) processes, as shown in the right hand
side of gure 2. They are less prominent than in the P (Z2Z) case. The same cancellation
takes place in the amplitude of the P (Z2W +W2W ) processes, while the P (Z2W ) sector
is unaected. Summing all processes, the dierence between the result obtained from
the single s-channel exchange diagram (red) and the full set (blue) is larger than for 4ljj
production because WW initiated scatterings are more frequent than ZZ ones for the 2l2jj
nal state. The interference decreases the SM result for s-channel Higgs exchange by about
30%. The on shell reaction W+W  !W+W  violates unitarity in a Higgsless theory when
the W 's are longitudinally polarized. Therefore Higgs exchange diagrams are necessary to
restore unitarity and the cancellation can only be partial. There is no u-channel exchange,
so, at large energy, the sum of the two diagrams behaves as t2=t+ s2=s = t+ s   u.
These results imply that, when producing Monte Carlo templates for the analysis of o
shell Higgs production, it is mandatory to include the full set of Higgs exchange diagrams.
This is coherent with the Caola-Melnikov method which isolates all terms in the amplitude
which are proportional to the same power of the Higgs couplings. As a consequence all
Higgs exchange diagrams need to be taken as a unit, regardless of the channel in which the
exchange takes place.
QCD radiative corrections in VBF are small. They are crucial in reducing the scale
dependence of the predictions to the 5-10% level. NNLO corrections bring the uncertainty
down to about 2%. When aiming for high accuracy, interference eects, which have a
comparable if not larger impact, cannot be ignored.
6 Higgs mediated Vector Boson Scattering signal in the 1HSM
We now turn to the 1HSM. In this case there are two sets of Higgs exchange diagrams, one
for each of the two Higgs elds in the model. In general, an amplitude involving a single
Higgs exchange can be written schematically as
A = AsP (s) +AtP (t) +AuP (u) +A0 (6.1)
where A0 does not involve the scalar elds and
P (x) =

c2
x M2h + i hMh
+
s2
x M2H + i HMH

(6.2)
The real parts of the two terms in P (s) interfere destructively for M2h < q
2 < M2H and
constructively for q2 < M2h and M
2
H < q
2. In the region around s = M2h the heavy Higgs
amplitude becomes as large or larger than the light Higgs one and the interference can
be substantial. In P (t) and P (u) the two terms always have the same sign. Moreover,
the heavy Higgs amplitude will be decreased in comparison with the light Higgs one by
the larger value of the mass. As a consequence, while technically interference eects are
present in these subamplitudes, they are expected to be much less signicant. Only at
large energies the masses can be neglected and the sum of the two contributions reproduce
the SM result in each channel, as required by unitarity.
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Figure 3. Invariant mass distribution of the four lepton system for the 4ljj nal state (left) and
the 2l2jj nal state (right) in the 1HSM with MH= 600 GeV and s = 0:2, tan = 0:3. In red and
purple the mass distribution obtained taking into account only the diagrams with s-channel Higgs
exchange and in blue and violet the result when the full set of Higgs exchange diagrams is included.
On the left(right), the two contributions of the P (Z2Z)(P (W2W )) processes is shown separately.
We present results for selected values of MH ; s and tan but our conclusions are
fairly independent of the choice of parameters. In gure 3 we show a number of four lepton
mass distributions, for the 4ljj nal state on the left and the 2l2jj nal state on the right,
for MH = 600 GeV, s = 0:2 and tan = 0:3. The colors of the histograms in gure 3
follow the convention of gure 2. The red and purple lines refer to pure s-channel exchange.
The red one relates to the sum of all processes while the purple one to P (Z2Z) processes
(left) and P (W2W ) ones (right), only. The blue and violet lines correspond to the sum of
all Higgs exchange diagrams. The pattern and size of interference eects among dierent
sets of Higgs exchange diagrams are similar to those in the SM. In addition, all curves in
gure 3, in the region around 600 GeV, show an interference pattern between the light and
heavy Higgs similar to one present in the GGF case [16{19]. The inclusion of the full set
of Higgs exchange diagrams decreases the size of the pure s-channel exchange amplitude
over the whole energy range, as in the SM case, with the exception of a small region below
the heavy Higgs mass where the interference between the two scalars dominate. It also
signicantly aects the interference pattern in the neighborhood of MH . For completeness
we notice that in the energy range under consideration, as expected, the diagrams with a
heavy Higgs exchange in the t-, u-channels are extremely small compared to the diagram
with s-channel exchange.
In gure 4 we compare the invariant mass distribution of the four lepton system for
the 4ljj (left) and 2l2jj (right) nal state obtained taking into account the full set of Higgs
exchange diagrams in the 1HSM (blue) with the incoherent sum (red) of the Higgs exchange
diagrams for Higgs masses of 125 and 600 GeV. The individual contributions of the two
Higgs are shown in green and black respectively. The dierence between the blue curve
and the black and red ones illustrates the deformation of the Breit Wigner distribution
induced by interference eects. They are negative in the region below MH and positive
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Figure 4. Invariant mass distribution of the four lepton system for the 4ljj nal state in the 1HSM
with MH= 600 GeV and s = 0:2, tan = 0:3. In green and black the mass distribution obtained
taking into account the full set of Higgs exchange diagrams for Higgs masses of 125 and 600 GeV
respectively. In red the incoherent sum of the two contributions. In blue the result of all Higgs
diagrams in the 1HSM.
above the heavy Higgs resonance as demonstrated by the comparison of the blue and red
histograms. Eects are even larger if only the s-channel exchange is taken into account but
from now on we only consider the full set of Higgs exchange diagrams which, even though
not gauge invariant and therefore not physically observable, provides a better description
of the Higgs contribution in the o shell region.
Clearly, this interference between dierent Higgs elds is not a peculiarity of the Singlet
Model. It will indeed occur in any theory with multiple scalars which couple to the same
set of elementary particles, albeit possibly with dierent strengths.
7 Full processes
After our presentation of the interplay of the dierent sets of Higgs exchange diagrams,
we move to the discussion of the actual cross section for the production of a Singlet Model
heavy Higgs at the LHC. The plot on the left hand side of gure 5 shows the prediction
for 4ljj production in the 1HSM (blue) with MH= 600 GeV and s = 0:2. Charged leptons
satisfy the requirements in eq. (4.1) while jets pass the cuts in eq. (4.2). The 1HSM exact
result, in blue, is compared with dierent approximations. The green histograms is the
light Higgs plus no-Higgs contribution, dBh=dM ; the red one refers to dBH=dM ; the gray
one to dB=dM + dH=dM and the brown one to dB=dM + dh=dM + dH=dM . On the
right hand side of gure 5 the corresponding curves for the 2l2jj nal state are displayed.
None of the approximations in gure 5 approaches the exact result better than about 20%
in the region around the heavy scalar peak and they obviously fare even worse at large M4l,
with the exception of the green curve which misses only the heavy Higgs subamplitude,
which is proportional to s2 and numerically small in this energy range and outside the
peak region, though necessary for unitarity. Clearly, neglecting any part of an amplitude
requires a great deal of attention and a careful estimate of the resulting discrepancy.
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Figure 5. In blue, the invariant mass distribution of the four lepton system for the 4ljj nal state
(left) and the 2l2jj nal state (right) in the 1HSM with MH= 600 GeV and s = 0:2. The other
curves are dierent approximations as detailed in the main text.
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Figure 6. Invariant mass distribution of the four lepton system for the 4ljj nal state (left) and
the 2l2jj nal state (right) in the 1HSM with MH= 600 GeV and s = 0:2. The blue histogram is
the exact 1HSM result. The green line refers to dBh=dM + dH=dM . The red curve is the sum of
the 1HSM result and of the QCD contribution at O(4EM2S).
There is however a combination of subamplitudes which provides a good approximation
to the exact result. In gure 6 the prediction for 4ljj/2l2jj production in the 1HSM, in blue,
is compared with the curve, in green, obtained from the incoherent sum of dBh=dM and
dH=dM , both of them computed with 1HSM couplings and widths. The two histograms
agree remarkably well over the full mass range. This is particularly meaningful in the
region of the heavy Higgs peak where AH is large: it implies that the interference terms
of the heavy Higgs diagrams with Ah and AB cancel each other to a large degree. For
comparison, we also show in red the sum of the full O(6EM) result discussed above and of
the QCD contribution at O(4EM2S). The cross section is a factor of about three larger
than the EW result.
As mentioned before, the invariant mass of the W boson pair is not measurable, there-
fore on the left hand side of gure 7 we show the transverse mass distribution for the 2l2jj
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Figure 7. On the left, the transverse mass distribution of the four lepton system for the 2l2jj
nal state in the 1HSM with MH= 600 GeV and s = 0:2. The blue histogram is the exact 1HSM
result. The green line refers to dBh=dM + dH=dM . The red curve is the sum of the 1HSM result
and of the QCD contribution at O(4EM2S). On the right, we compare the distributions obtained
with the top veto cut in eq. (4.3) (blue and red lines) with the ones obtained with the requirement
ml1j2 ; ml2j1 > 200 GeV (gray and purple lines), where l1, l2 (j1, j2) represent the leptons (jets) of
highest and lowest transverse momentum respectively.
nal state. The transverse mass is dened as: 
MWWT
2
= (ET;ll + ET;miss)
2   j~pT;ll + ~ET;missj2; (7.1)
where ET;ll =
q
(~pT;ll)
2 +M2ll. The heavy Higgs peak has been completely washed out, as
expected. Also in this case, the sum Bh + H describes very well the exact distribution.
Clearly the fully leptonic decay of the WW pair can only be considered as a case study.
In order to employ the W+W jj channel in the search for additional heavy scalars it will
be necessary to consider the semileptonic decays.
On the right hand side, we compare the distributions obtained with the top veto cut
in eq. (4.3) with the ones obtained with the more realistic requirement proposed in [15, 68]
ml1j2 ; ml2j1 > 200 GeV, where l1, l2 (j1, j2) represent the leptons (jets) of highest and
lowest transverse momentum respectively. The blue and red lines refer to the rst case
for the O(6EM) and O(4EM2S) cross section, while the gray and purple lines refer to the
second set of cuts. The two cuts work equally well for the purely electroweak processes.
On the contrary, when the O(4EM2S) reactions are included, the more realistic one is less
eective. However, neither is representative of the full range of variables, from b-tagging
to shape variables, which can be used to veto tops.
As a check of the dependence of the eects discussed above on the heavy Higgs mass, in
gure 8 we show some results for 4ljj production in the 1HSM with MH= 400 GeV, s = 0:3
and tan = 1:0. On the left, the full result, in blue, is compared with dierent combinations
of subamplitudes. The green histograms is the light Higgs plus no-Higgs contribution,
dBh=dM ; the red one refers to dBH=dM ; the black one to dB=dM + dH=dM and
the brown one to dB=dM + dh=dM + dH=dM . Again, none of these approximations
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Figure 8. Invariant mass distribution of the four lepton system for the 4ljj nal state in the 1HSM
with MH= 400 GeV, s = 0:3 and tan = 1:0. On the left, the 1HSM result, in blue, is compared
with dierent approximations as detailed in the main text. On the right the exact result is compared
with dBh=dM + dH=dM ,in green. The red curve is the sum of the 1HSM result and of the QCD
contribution at O(4EM2S).
200 GeV < M4l < 1 TeV jM4l  MH j < 25 GeV
MH (GeV), s  Bh Bh+H SM  Bh Bh+H SM
400, 0.3, 4l 91.2 81.2 91.3 80.8 17.0 7.5 17.0 7.5
600, 0.2, 4l 83.1 80.8 83.2 80.8 4.8 2.6 4.8 2.7
600, 0.2, 2l2 5565 5510 5567 5509 229 177 230 177
Table 1. Cross sections in attobarns at the LHC with a center of mass energy of 13 TeV.  refers
to the full 1HSM result, while SM corresponds to s = 0. The SM cross section in jM4l  MH j <
25 GeV can be considered as the SM background to the heavy Higgs.
describe satisfactorily the region around the heavy scalar peak. All of them, with the
exception of the green curve, lack terms which are crucial for the restoration of unitarity,
and progressively diverge from the exact result as the four lepton mass increases. On the
right the exact result is compared with dBh=dM + dH=dM . The agreement between the
two curves is impressive. In red we show the sum of the full O(6EM) result and of the QCD
contribution at O(4EM2S).
In table 1 we show the cross section in attobarns for two mass intervals: 200 GeV
< M4l < 1 TeV, which roughly coincides with the range employed so far by the experimental
collaborations to set limits on the presence and couplings of additional scalars, and jM4l 
MH j < 25 GeV, as an indication of the possible eects on an analysis in smaller mass bins
which requires high luminosity.  refers to the full 1HSM result, while SM corresponds to
s = 0.
We notice that Bh  SM(s = 0) in both intervals. The only dierence between the
two results is that in the rst case the light Higgs couplings are scaled by c. Therefore,
the o shell predictions are hardly aected by this modication.
The incoherent sum Bh+H agrees with the exact result in all cases also when inte-
grated over.
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Figure 9. In the upper row, the invariant mass distribution of the four lepton system for the 4l
nal state in the 1HSM with MH= 600 GeV and s = 0:2. In the lower row the corresponding plots
for the 2l2jj nal state with MH= 900 GeV and s = 0:4. On the left we show dH=dM (blue),
dH=dM + dIhH=dM (red) and dH=dM + dIhH=dM + dIBH=dM (green). On the right we show
dIhH=dM (red), dIBH=dM (violet) and dIhH=dM + dIBH=dM (green).
The predicted number of heavy Higgs events at the LHC in the three cases detailed in
table 1, taking into account an additional factor of two when summing over all combinations
of light leptons, is 6/1/18 for the expected luminosity of 300 fb 1 in Run II. The signal to
background ratio is of order one. Detecting a 1HSM heavy Higgs in VBF at the LHC will
be challenging, even after the high luminosity upgrade.
8 Cancellation of the heavy Higgs interferences
It is noteworthy that the interference terms of the heavy Higgs diagrams with Ah and AB
cancel each other almost exactly for dierent ranges of invariant mass of the nal state
vector boson pair and dierent small amounts of mixing between the light and heavy Higgs.
The interference corresponds to the integral of
I = 2< (AH  (AB +Ah)) = 2<
 
AH 
 
AB + c
2
A
SM
h

: (8.1)
Since Ah / c2, the cancellation cannot take place for arbitrary values of the mixing angle .
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In order to investigate further this phenomenon, in gure 9 we isolate the interference
terms for dierent choices of parameters. In the upper row, we show the invariant mass
distribution of the four lepton system for the 4l nal state in the 1HSM with MH= 600 GeV
and s = 0:2. In the lower row the corresponding plots for the 2l2jj nal state is given
with MH= 900 GeV and s = 0:4, a rather extreme case in view of the allowed parameter
space. Dening Iij as the integrated interference between Ai and Aj , on the right we show
dhH=dM   dh=dM   dH=dM = dIhH=dM (red), dHB=dM   dB=dM   dH=dM =
dIBH=dM (violet) and dIhH=dM + dIBH=dM (green). On the left we show dH=dM in
blue, dH=dM + dIhH=dM (red) and dH=dM + dIhH=dM + dIBH=dM (green).
The plot in the upper left corner shows how, for MH= 600 GeV and s = 0:2, the
interference between the heavy and the light Higgs deforms the Breit-Wigner distribution
of the heavy scalar and how the inclusion of the interference between the heavy Higgs and
the subamplitude without any Higgs practically eliminates the deformation. The plot on
the top right displays the two interferences and their sum, which is much smaller. The
red and violet continuous lines are ts to the corresponding histograms with functions of
the form:
f = A
M2V V  M2H 
M2V V  M2H
2
+  2HM
2
H
+B
 
M2V V  M2H
C
(8.2)
where A; B and C are free parameters. The green continuous line is the sum of the red
and violet ones. The lower subplot shows the ratio
R = 2
dIBH=dM + dIhH=dM
dIBH=dM   dIhH=dM ; (8.3)
where the tting functions have been used in place of the actual histograms in order to
smooth out the oscillations. Notice that in the ratio the common factor s2 cancels, there-
fore, the degree of cancellation between the two terms does not depend on the smallness
of the heavy Higgs couplings.
In the region of the heavy resonance R is about 4% .
The two plots in the lower part provide the same information for the 2l2jj nal state
with MH= 900 GeV and s = 0:4. Since now s
2
 = 0:16 is larger than in the previous
example, the interference between the heavy scalar and the noHiggs amplitude is larger in
absolute value than the interference between the two Higgs. As a consequence the sum is
clearly non zero and agrees in sign with the former of the two interferences. In the region
of the heavy resonance R is about 20%.
In order to appreciate these results, it is useful to compare them with the correspond-
ing values for the gg ! V V ! 4l; 2l2 case, which can be extracted from table 6 and
table 8 of ref. [18]. Under the reasonable assumption that the light Higgs and background
amplitudes vary little within one heavy Higgs width around the peak, the ratio of inte-
grated interferences reproduce the ratio of amplitudes which dene R, eq. (8.3). For the
gg ! ZZ ! 4l, with MH= 600 GeV and s = sin(=15) = 0:208, one nds R = 1.78. For
the gg !W+W  ! 2l2, with MH= 900 GeV and s = sin(=8) = 0:383, R = 1.49.
The vector bosons in the heavy Higgs decay, for all the masses we have considered,
are predominantly longitudinally polarized. Unitarity requires that the leading term of the
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contributions to jjVLVL production from vector boson interactions and the contribution
from all Higgs exchanges must cancel each other exactly in the large energy limit, where
vector and Higgs masses can be neglected. Subleading terms are not aected and therefore
jjVLVL production is not necessarily zero. The near perfect suppression we observe between
AB and Ah, which results in a small interference of the heavy Higgs with the rest of the
amplitude, suggests that the cancellation between AB and Ah sets in already for invariant
masses of the vector pair of a few hundred GeV, provided the mixing angle is not too large,
an energy much smaller than the scale at which on shell VLVL scattering violates unitarity
in a Higgsless theory.
From eq. (8.3) and eq. (8.1) one can extract the ratio of the two interferences, Rh=B
Rh=B =
dIhH=dM
dIBH=dM
= c2
dISMhH =dM
dIBH=dM
= c2R
0
h=B =  
1 R=2
1 +R=2
: (8.4)
For MH= 600 GeV and s = 0:2, Rh=B =  0:961, while for MH = 900 GeV and s = 0:4,
Rh=B =  0:818. Eq. (8.4) shows that, as the mixing angle  approaches zero, the ratio
between the two interference terms approaches minus one. In fact, the values for R0h=B
in the two cases examined are  1:001 and  0:974, respectively. In this limit, the heavy
Higgs exchange amplitude is probing the cancellation between the Standard Model Higgs
exchange and background amplitudes, which appears to be at the percent level.
9 Conclusions
We have studied Higgs sector interference eects in Vector Boson Scattering at the LHC,
both in the Standard Model and its one Higgs Singlet extension as a prototype of theories
in which more than one neutral, CP even, scalars are present. We have concentrated
on pp ! jj l+l l0+l0  and pp ! jj l ll0+l0 production. We have shown that large
interferences among the dierent Higgs exchange channels are present in the SM and that
a production times decay approach fails to reproduce the o shell Higgs contribution.
In the 1HSM, there are additional interferences between the two Higgs elds. Dierent
approximations have been tried and proved inaccurate. We have found that the interference
between the heavy Higgs diagrams and the rest of the amplitude, which is the sum of light
Higgs exchange diagrams and of those diagrams in which no Higgs appear, is very small
for values of the mixing angle compatible with the experimental constraints and can be
neglected.
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